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Section 1: Language and Communication 25 questions, 30 Minutes 

Choose the co-rrect answer: 
• 

1. He told stories about his journey around the world and showed them what he brought.

A. He brought B. He bought C. He had Brought
D. He has brought E. He have brought

2. The gift had magic powers. ·
A. Magi� powers B. Magical powers C. Magicallly powerful
D. Miraculous powerful E. Miraculously powerful

3. After Morris had went, we sat down for dinner.
A. Had went B. Went C. Had left

4. Ratul usually arrives back home after 6.
A. Arrives back home B. Arrive Back home

D. Arrives Home E. Back home

5. Albert had been met with a terrible road accident.

A. Had been met B. Had met C. Met

6. She runs to see her son after 2 long years.
A. Runs B. Was running C. Is running

D. Left

C. Arriwe tiome

G>. Was met 

D. Ran

7. Six; years before, she left her family and city to become a musician.
A. Before

· 
B. Since C. From

-
D. Ago

H. Gone

E. Will met

E. run

E. Over

8. I not only emailed him to get in touch with you, as well as. left him three messages ..
A. As well as · B. As well C. Also D. But also E. And also·

9. When you come to Germany last y�ar?
A.You come B.Youcame

D. Did you come E. Have you-come

10. I am sorry, I do not know where does she lives.
A. Where does she lives B. How does she live
D. Where she lives E. Where she live

C. You are comig

C. Where does she live

Read the following Passage and answer questions 11-15 

Although not the longest river in America, the Rio Grande is one of the most important. But, 
unlike other significant rivers, it is not used for shipping. In fact, oceangoing ships cannot 
navigate the waters. No, what makes the Rio Grande so important is its location. Since 1846, 
it has been the official border of Texas and Mexico. 

The Rio Grande is either the fourth or fifth longest river system in North America. It all 
depends on how it is measured. Because the river twists so much, it occasionally changes 
course. And these course shifts can cause it to be longer or shorter. At its last official 
measure, the Rio Grande clocked in at 1,896 miles. The river starts in Colorado and extends 

, downward to the Gulf of Mexico. Downward is the best way of describing it too. Not only 
does the river extend south, but it also starts in the mountains and gets lower and lower in 
elevation as it extends to · the Gulf. Its name is Spanish for the "Big River," but the· Rio 

· Grande is actually known as Rio Bravo in Mexico. "Bravo" translates as "furious," so the
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name makes sense. Because of Its twists and turns, it certainly does seem to be angrier than 
most rlversl 

The Rio Grande today is mostly used as a source of drinking water. Sadly, much of the water 
has been dr_ained from the river. Parts of the river are almost dry! This is because people use 
more water from the river than the river can get back from rain and other sources. Experts 
are working to correct this, though, with hopes of restoring the . river to its past strength. 
Today, the river is important as a source of water for Texans and Mexicans. More important, 
it is a symbol of cooperation between two nations. Though borders like the Rio Grande 
separate nations, they are also shared spaces. The Rio Grande is therefore a symbol of 
friendship and peace between two peoples. 

. 
. 

11. According to the passage, why is the Rio Grande so important?
A. It is a source of drinking water for most of the United States.
B. It is the border of Texas and Mexico.
C. It is th� longest river system in the United States.
D. It is known by two different names.
E. None of the above.

12. In paragraph 3, the author most likely writes that "downward is the best way of describing
it too" to •
A. prove that the Rio Grande's water levels have gone down recently
.. 

B. argue that the Rio Grande has changed shape over the years
C. highlight the fact that the Rio Grande flows south and from high elevations

... 

D. explain why the Rio Grande is known as the Rio Bravo down in Mexico
E. None of the above.

13. Based on its use in paragraph 4, the word furious most nearly means
A. Angry B. Large C. Twisted ·D. Dry E.None

14. According to the passage, the Rio Grande has endpoints in
A, Texas and the Gulf of Mexico

Bi New Mexico and Colorado
Cj Texas and Mexico
Di Colorado and the Gulf of Mexico
Ea None of the abovei

1 Si It is hard to accurately measure the length of Rio Grande because 
· 

A. There are dangerous animals in the river.
B. The water in the river is constantly increasing and decreasing due to weather

changes.
C. The river constantly changes course.
D. The river is dry because people drink form it.
E. None of the above.
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Choose the correct answers_;_ 

16. While the flower was not particularly large or colorful, it had a subtle_____ that 
was appreciated by master gardeners.
A. Beauty B. Beautify C. Beautifully D. Beautification E. None

17. The todG:ller had a tantrum in the restaurant and threw her food at other patrons. After
much effort, the mother still could not find a way to ____ her child. 
A. Make Calm B. Pacify C. Pacified D. Have pacified E. None

18. A ____ amount is so small it's not even worth thinking about.
· A. Paltry B. Pantry C. Poultry D. Pastry

19. The old man chose his dog· to be the sole ___ of his fortune.

E.None

A. Benefit B. Beneficial C. Beneficiary D. Beneficially E. None
...

20. Our organization .was impacted ____ by the passing of Evelyn Coh.ansey, one of
the town's wealthiest residents.
A. Heavy B. Heavily C. Large

21. The scientists bacteria in the lab. 
----

D. A lot · E. None

A. Have B. Harvest C. Have harvest D. Have harvested . E. None

22. I hoped that doling out the money for the test preparation course would prove to be a
_____ to me on test day.
A. Benefit B. Beneficial C. ·Beneficiary D. Beneficially E. -None

23. Without the bullet train, it wo�ld not be ____ to travel to Beijing from Tianjin in one
hour.
A. Impossible B. Possible C. Plausible D. Allowed E. None

24. There was no way to avoid the _____ so we put on our life vests and hoped that
the boat would not capsize.
A. At sea B. At shore C. At storm D. Storm E. None

25i China no longer has old-fashioned,�------=------- cities. Everything is becoming more 
progressive, Western, and modern 
Ai Bored Bi Boring Ci Horrific D. Terrible Ea None

S
5S?
e�t_Loo __ 2_: Malbtmatics = 

25 guestions, 30 *Minute.I

01 i A man purchased equal number of bananas at two different rates- one at the rate of 8 
taka per dozen and the other at the rate of 10 taka per dozen. After that, he sold those 
bananas at an average rate of 11 taka per dozen and thus made a profit of 100 taka. 
How many dozens of banana did he purchase altogether? 
A. 60 B. 50 C. 55 D. 45 E. 40

02. The longest side of an isosceles right triangle measures 16m. What is the perimeter of
· the triangle?

A. 32+2✓2 B. 32+16✓2 C. 16+16✓2 D. 32+2✓2 E. 48✓2

03. Of the 400 students in a business. school, 30% were women and of these 115th became
entrepreneurs. If the number of men who became entrepreneurs wa.s twice the num.ber
of women entrepreneurs, how many men became entrepreneurs?
A. 24 B. 48 C. 120 D. 280 ·E. None
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04. If a, b and c are 3 consecutive integers in that order, which of the following has the
lowest value?
A. (a+b)/c , B. (b+c}/a C, (a+b)/b D, (c+b)/a E, None 

05. In a regular pentagon ABCDE, what is angle BCE?

A. 72 B. 108 C, 54 D. 36 E. 180

06. The ratio of labor cost and materials cost for making a radio is 2:7. If the cost price is
90% of the selling price which is Tk. X, what is the labor cost per radio?
A. 0.1x B. 0.2x C. 0.3x D. 0.4x E. 0.5x

07. A man on tour travels first 160 km at 64 km/hr and the next 160 km at 80 km/hr. The
average speed for the first 320 km of the tour is:
A. 75.2 B. 71.1 C. 70 D. 75 E. 80

08. A can do a work in 15 days and B in 20 days. If they work on it together for 4 days, then
the fraction of the work that is left is:
A. 7/15 B. 8/15 C. 4/15 Q. 7/20 E. 4/5

09. If y% of xis 29. Then x =?

A. 2900 • 8. 29x/y C. 29y/x
• 

D. 29xy E. None

10. The average age of a man and his son is 20. After 1 0 years, their age will be in the ratio
2:1. What was the age of the man and his son 5 years ago respectively?
A. 13,5 B. 25,15 C. 25,5 D. 15,10 - E. None

11. 40% of students in a class are smart. The rest are stupid. Half the students play sports
and half don't. If 20% of the students are smart and play sports, what percent of the
students are stupid and don't play sports?

A. 30 B. 40 C. 50 D. 60 E. None

·12. Lamisa's age is 5 years more than twice Galib's age. Zihan's age is 13 years less than
10 times Galib's a�e. If Zihan is 3 times as old as Lamisa, how old is Lamisa? 
A. 7 B. 9 C. 19 D. 16 E. 20 F. 24

13. A nut mixtu
t

e consists of peanuts, pistachios, and macadamia nuts in the ratio 5:3:2, 
respectively, by weight. What amount of pistachios will be in 40 pounds of the mixture? 
A. 8 B. 12 � C. 16 D. 20 E. 24

14. If the area of a circle is 49rr, what is the perimeter of one quadrant of _the circle?
A. · 14 B. 14n C. 14 rr+14 D. 7 rr/2+14 E. 7 rr/2

15. X CDs can be purchased for Tk.y. How many CDs can be purchased with Tk. Z
A. XzJy B. XYL- C. y/xz D. (x+z)/y �- None 

16. Of the 80 houses in a development, 50 have a two-car garage, 40 have an in-the-ground
swimming pool, and 35 have both a two-car garage and an in-the-ground swimming
pool. How many houses in the· development have neither a two-car garage nor an in
the-ground swimming pool?
A. 10 B. 15 C. 20 D. 25 E. 30

. 

17. If 5 years ago, Jamil was half as old as he is now, how old will he be in x years?
A. X+10 B. X+5 C. X+2· D. X-5 E. 2x
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18. Adnan pays 50% of a bill, Shafiq pays 40% of the remaining and the rest Tk. 120 is paid
by Raiyan, How much did Adnan Shafiq Raiyan pay together?
A. 280 B. 350 � C. 400 D. 450 E. None

19. If a men can do a work in b days. How many days will it take (a+c) men to do the same
work?
A. Ab/(a+c) B. (a+c)/ab C. A-c D, (ab+cb)a E. None

' 

20. An isosceles triangle is inscribed in a semi-circle. What is the ratio of the area of the 
semi-circle to the triangle? 
A. n B. n/2 C. rr/4 D. ½ E. None

21. Rokon, Saim and Nafisa had ate at MCa.fe:-Nafisa's meal cost 50% more _than Saim's
meal and Rokon's meal cost 516th as much as Nafisa's meal. If Saim paid Tk. 1000 for
his meal, what was their total lunch bill?
A. 2800 B. 3000 C. 3500 D. 3750 E. None

22. Which of the follo�ing could not be the lengths of the sides of a right angled triangle?
A. 3:4:5 B. 6:8:10 C. 5:12:13 D. 7:9:11 E. 9:40:41

23. In the figure above area of the inscribed rectangle is 32. The circumference of the circle
is-

A. 20n B� 4 rr✓5 C. 4 n✓3 D. 2 TT✓S 

24. If 12 mel'I can reap 120 acres of land in 36 days, how many acres of land can 54 men
reap in 54 days?
A. 810 B. 900 C. 720 D. 600 E. 650

25. A certain recipe calls for 3kgs of sugar for every 6 kgs_of flour. If 60kgs of this sweet has

to be prepared, how much sugar is required?
A. 30 B. 20 C. 40 D: 15 E. None

Answer l'\.ey 

English: 

01. C 02. B 03. C 04. D 05. B
06. D 07. D 08. D 09. D 10. D
11. B 12.C 13.C 14. D 15. C
16. A 17. B 18.A 19.C 20. B
21. B 22.A 23. B I 24. D 25. B

Mathematics: 

01. B 02. C 03. B
• 

04. A 05.A
06. B 07. B 08. B 09. E 10. C
11. A 12. C 13. B 14.D 15. A
16.D ' 17. B 18. C 19. A ·20.C
21. D 22. D 23. B 24.A 25. B
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